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Short assignment #6 
 
This assignment gives an (initial) answer to a question several of you have asked  Your 
answers to each question may be (and should be) very brief!  (In each case, a few sentences, 
and probably a tree in question 4, will suffice.) 
  
Consider the construction seen in the VPs of (1): 
 
(1) a. Bill gave Sue a book. 
 b. Mary should show my friends her new house. 
 c. The linguist is handing the chemist a copy of the problem. 
 d. The lawyer emailed John the contract. 
 
This is often called the "Double Object Construction", because the verb appears to take two NP 
objects.   The Double Object Construction raises problems for some proposals that have been 
discussed in class. In the following questions, you will be asked to state  clearly what  the 
problems are, and to make suggestions about how to solve them.   
 
Assume that the VPs in (1) immediately dominate the verb and two objects (i.e. that the VPs are 
ternary-branching).  The question asked in this problem concerns the nature of the two objects. 
 
Question 1:  If the correct structure for the V' in (1a-d) were (2) below, what case problem is 
posed by the acceptability of  (1a-d)?  
 
(2) Hypothesis I           
 
 
 
 
 
Question 2:  The following data help localize the problem with Hypothesis I to one of the two 
objects in (1a-d).  Explain: 
 
(3) a. Tom was given a book.     (4) a. My friends were shown the new house. 
 b. *A book was given Tom.1  b. *The new house was shown my friends.  
 
Question 3:  As you may remember from homework #3, a reflexive (himself etc.) must have a c-
commanding antecedent.  Given this, what additional problem do the facts below pose for 
Hypothesis I?  
 
(5) a. I showed Johni himselfi.2 (6) a. I showed Mary [NP a replicant [of herself]].3 
 b. *I showed himselfi Johni.       b. *I showed [NP  a replicant [of herself]] Mary. 
 

                                                
1 Judgments on the (b) examples differ in some dialects.  For example, most speakers from the UK find them fully 
acceptable.  Ignore such variation, and assume the judgments given. 
2 In a mirror, for example. 
3 In the movie Blade Runner, replicants are androids so human-like that it takes special talent and special 
technology to determine whether they are human or not. 

Question 4:  The problems discovered in Questions 1-3 may be solved quite simply if one 
posits a structure for double-object constructions that is a bit different from (2). Call this idea 
Hypothesis II. Hold constant the idea that verbs like give take two complements, but consider 
the possibility that there is also an unpronounced preposition in the structure that makes all the 
difference.  Call this preposition G (in honor of the verb give), just to give it a name.   
 
Here is a hint as to the nature of G.   Many verbs that allow the Double Object construction 
have an alternative form with the preposition to.  The phenomenon as a whole is often called 
the "double object alternation".  Do not attempt to relate these two alternants by 
movement or anything else — that is a task for another day.  Just examine the alternations 
themselves and take inspiration from their existence. 
 
(7)  a. Mary gave Sue a book. 
  b. Mary gave a book [PP to Sue]. 
 
(8)  a. Tom sent the students an e-mail. 
  b. Tom sent an e-mail [PP to the students]. 
 
(9) a. Mary showed her friends the new house. 
 b. Mary showed the new house [PP to her friends]. 
 
Now note that certain other verbs (e.g. provide, supply)  display a similar alternation, but with 
an interesting difference when compared with verbs like give, send and show: 
 
(10) a. Bill provided Sue with food. 
 b. Bill provided food to Sue. 
 
(11) a. Mary supplied my friends with money. 
 b. Mary supplied money to my friends. 
 
With these facts in mind, state and briefly defend Hypothesis II, showing how Hypothesis II 
solves the problems raised in Questions 1-3. Explain the relevance of the new data introduced 
above to your solution.  A few sentences or very short paragraph should be enough. 


